
DAILY  HOMEWORK FOR CLASS-3  
 DATE-17/7/2020  
  
 *ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
 ACTIVITY-  
  1.Write and draw two examples  of all kinds of noun. 
 
********* 
 Video-The Noun*  
********* 
 ENGLISH *LITERATURE 
Chapter 2 :When Peter Enters The Garden. 
Write:Write these Q/ Ans in your H.W Register. 
 
Q1.Why was Mrs Rabbit tell her four children not to go to Mr McGregor's garden? 
 
Ans Mrs Rabbit told her children not to go to Mr McGregor's garden because their 
father had an accident there. 
 
Q2.Who is Mr McGregor? 
Ans Mr McGregor was a farmer. 
 
 Q3.Where did Flopsy, Mopsy and Cotton - tail go? What did they do there? 
 
Ans .Flopsy, Mopsy and Cotton - tail went down the lane . They gathered black 
berries there. 
 
Q4.Why did Peter not go with his siblings? 
Ans Peter did not go with  his siblings because he  wants to go to Mr McGergor's 
garden.  
 
 
******** Video : Chapter -2 Peter Enters The Garden. ( part 3) ******** 
 HINDI*  
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 Video -* 1      औ          

********* 
 
 *MATHS  
Exercise: 4   
Q4. a, b, d, e . Q5 a, b, d, e.  
Do in class work copy and remaining questions in practice register.  
 
********* 
 Vedio : Numbers  
 Topic: Ascending and descending orders part- 8*  
********* 
 SCIENCE:  
 
1.Write word meaning 
Carnivores -Animals that eat the flesh of other animals. 
Herbivores -Animals that eat plants and plants part 
Omnivores -Animal that eat both plant and the flesh of other animal.  
 
********* Video- Animals :Feeding habits.* ********* 
 
 SST  
Write word meaning(2times) 



1) Sailor                 2) unique 

•Fill in the blanks. 
a) The Earth is surrounded by a layer of air called the___. 
b) The fifth largest planet of the solar system is____. 

•Q1) What is the shape of the Earth? 

• Name the following: 
1) Planets larger than the Earth: 
   
******** *Video - The Universe ********* 
  
 COMPUTER  
Write fill in the blanks: 
1.A computer is an electronic machine. 
2.A computer can store a large number of information. 
 3.Monitor display all the document and information. 
4. CPU is called brain of the computer 
 5. Printer is output device of a computer.  
 
******** *Video : computer: A Machine ( Part 1,2 and 3) ********* 
 *WRITING  
1. Write one page cursive writing in your writing copy from your literature book.  
2. Write one page hindi writing from hindi literature book.  
 
 LEARN* 
  
 ENGLISH LANGUAGE*    1.Learn the definition of singular and plural.  
 
 *ENGLISH  LITERATURE     1.Learn the question answers ( H.W given above) 
 
 HINDI LANGUAGE*   Learn written work.  
 
 *MATHS   Learn table 14 ,15 and 16 
 
 COMPUTER:-**   1.Learn written work.  
 
 *SCIENCE   Learn the written  work.  
  
 SST  Learn the written work. 


